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0. Introduction

The Thai writing system, which distinguishes two series of voiceless aspirated stops that reflect an historical voicing contrast, may have influenced the phonology of literate Thais, especially well-educated native speakers. As the two stop series are in partial complementary distribution with regard to the five tones in Thai at syllable onsets and the tones are not predictable in some environments in morphological processes, one plausible analysis is to differentiate these two stop series phonologically such that one is associated with a High tone and the other with a Low tone. In this case, Thai could be said to have ‘tonal consonants’ in the grammar.

Not only could such orthographic influence affect the phonology of the native Thai speakers, but it may also affect other Southeast Asian language speakers in Thailand who acquire standard Thai as a second language, or who learn to write their own languages with the Thai scripts.

This paper explores the possibility of ‘tonal consonants’ as a part of the restructured grammar of native Thai speakers.

1. Representations of Thai tones

Thai tones have been suggested to be segmentally represented by some early generativists e.g., Hiranburana 1971, Leben 1973. Gandour (1974) shows that the previous studies are based on some invalid claim concerning the behavior of contour tones, i.e., that contour tones are neutralized to Mid in fast speech. Gandour disproves the claim by showing the acoustics of fast speech. He further argues, in a generative framework, that the five contrastive tones in Thai are to be represented phonologically by three level tones; High, Mid, Low, and two sequences of level tones; High-Low for Falling, and Low-High for Rising on the basis of the co-occurrence restriction of the tones.

Gandour points out that the sequences High-Low and Low-High are restricted to syllables comprised of two or more contiguous sonorant segments in the rime,

¹ This paper was originally presented and distributed at the Linguistic Society of America 1990-1991 Annual Meeting, Jan. 3-6, 1991, Chicago, Ill. Slight alterations have been made for this publication. Many thanks to reviewers of Mon–Khmer Studies for their kind comments.
while level tones, on the other hand, are non-restrictive and freely co-occur with all types of syllables provided that one sonorant segment is minimally present in the rime. For example,

(1) 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>khaa</th>
<th>‘a kind of grass’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>khàa</td>
<td>‘a kind of spice’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kháà</td>
<td>‘to kill, n. servant’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kháá</td>
<td>‘to engage in trade’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kháá</td>
<td>‘leg’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kháát</td>
<td>‘to gird’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kháán</td>
<td>‘to respond to a call’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*khát</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*khát</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the asymmetry of tonal distribution, Gandour proposes that Thai tones are segmental and the tone domain for each tone segment is a sonorant segment in syllable rime.

In the autosegmental framework (Goldsmith 1976, etc.), where features are argued to be independently yet simultaneously represented as autosegments on their own tier, tones are represented as autosegments on the tonal tier and are associated with tone bearing units on the skeletal tier. Since the tone bearing units in Thai are restricted to sonorant segments of syllable rime, Thai tones, therefore, can be represented autosegmentally, assuming one-to-one, left-to-right association convention, as schematized below:

(2) a. Tα   TαTβ
     / \   / \  
    C(C)V(V)(C)  C(C)V(V)(C)  
         \     \     \    \  
         [+son]  [+son]  

b. Tα   TαTβ
     / \   / \  
    C(C)V(V)C  C(C)V VC  
         \     \     \    \  
         [-son]  [-son]  

For example, from (1), we have

(3) a. M
    / \  
   khaa

b. L
    / \  
   khaa

c. HL
    / \  
   khaa

d. H
    / \  
   khaa

MKS 23:11-41 (c)1993 See archives.sealang.net/mks/copyright.htm for terms of use.
2. Tonal Distribution in Thai

According to Gandour’s (1974) observation, the co-occurrence restriction of the five tones in Thai are conditioned by syllable structure (rime structure) as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYLLABLE STRUCTURES</th>
<th>PHONEMIC TONES</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Falling</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Rising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) CVV</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) CV(V)Cf</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cf = m, n, η, w, y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) CVVCf</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cf = p,t,k</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) CV Cf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cf = p, t, k, ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(x) = limited occurrences, restricted to non-Indic loans and onomatopoeia

Table 1: Tonal distribution in Thai according to Gandour (Gandour 1974c:138)

Gandour’s observation may be summarized as shown in table 2 below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYLLABLE STRUCTURES</th>
<th>SURFACE TONES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV{(V)}{(+son)}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘unchecked’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV(V)[-son]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘checked’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Tonal distribution in Thai according to syllable types

Although Gandour has accounted for much of the previously unexplained pattern by suggesting the segmental nature of tones and the quality of the tone bearing units, he still left many gaps unsatisfactorily explained, such as those of the Mid and Rising tones on checked syllables with long vowels (CVV [-son] in table 2). Although by his account, the structural description for both Mid and Rising tones are met, these syllables never co-occur with Rising nor Mid tones. To him, the gaps are accidental, and the best explanation for the gap on Rising tone is the
asymmetry of physiology of tone production which prefers Falling to Rising due to ease of production (cf. Ohala & Ewan 1973).

Moreover, scrutiny of Thai tones reveals further uneven distribution among syllables of the same type indicating other conditioning factor(s) being involved.

### CONSONANT SURFACE TONES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ONSETS (C₁)</th>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Falling</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Rising</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) C₁(C₂)V{(V)}(C₃) where C₃ = m, n, ŋ, w, y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p, b</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) C₁(C₂)VC₃ where C₃ = p, t, k, ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p, b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) C₁(C₂)VVC₃ where C₃ = p, t, k,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p, b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(x)</td>
<td>(x)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where optional consonant onset (C₂) = [+son], and (x) = very limited occurrences, mainly restricted to non-Indic foreign loans and onomatopoetic words, and ph, p, b, m stand for aspirated voiceless stops, unaspirated voiceless stops, and unaspirated voiced stops, and sonorants respectively.

Table 3: Tonal distribution in Thai with respect to syllable rime and consonant onset.²

The asymmetrical distribution (cf. tables 2 & 3) leads us to ask these questions: Why are there only three tones on checked syllables? Are there five underlying tones on checked syllables? Why are the aspirated stops the only class of stops that co-occur with all five tones in unchecked syllables? Why are the unaspirated stops mainly restricted to Low tone in checked syllables? What roles do the limited non-Indic foreign loans and onomatopoetic words play in Thai phonology? And how do Indic loans differ from other foreign loans?

---

² It is noted that voiceless fricatives form a natural class with some voiceless aspirated stops with respect to tones.
These questions suggest an investigation of an unobserved area of tonal phenomena in the language, morphological tonal alternation, in hope that it may shed some light on the synchronic tonal pattern.

3. **Morphological Tonal Alternations**

3.1 *Monosyllabic vs. Bisyllabic Alternation*

A subset of mono-syllabic roots have bi-syllabic alternants. These may be classified into three groups according to the type of alternation involved. Obstruents are neutralized to unaspirated voiceless stops of the same place of articulation syllable-finally, and liquids are neutralized to homorganic nasals at syllable final.³

3.1.1 *Short checked syllable as the monosyllabic alternant. The bisyllabic alternant takes the form as in (4)*

\[
\begin{align*}
C_1VC_2 & \sim C_1V V C_2 a? \\
\sigma & \sigma \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( C_2 = [-\text{son}] \)

For example,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sùkh} & \sim \text{sùkhà}? \quad \text{‘happy’} \\
\text{thúkh} & \sim \text{thúkhà}? \quad \text{‘sad’} \\
\text{pháth} & \sim \text{pháthà}? \quad \text{‘bind’}
\end{align*}
\]

Since the first syllable (σ1) does not change structure, i.e., it is not resyllabified differently in the bisyllabic form, there is no tonal change in σ1 of the bisyllabic form.

3.1.2 *Long checked syllable as the monosyllabic alternant. The bisyllabic alternant takes the form as in (6)*

\[
\begin{align*}
C_1VVC_2 & \sim C_1VVV C_2 a? \\
\sigma & \sigma \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( C_2 = [-\text{son}] \)

³ Obstructed Neutralization (ON):

\[
\begin{align*}
[-\text{son}] & > [-\text{vce}] /---\sigma \\
[-\text{sprd}] & > 1 \\
[-\text{cont}] & > C \\
\end{align*}
\]

Liquid to Nasal Neutralization (LNN):

\[
\begin{align*}
[+\text{son}] & > [-\text{lat}] /---\sigma \\
[+\text{coronal}] & > [+\text{nas}] 1 \\
\end{align*}
\]
For example,

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{rá̀c} & \sim \quad \text{raaçá?} & \text{‘of royalty’} \\
\text{łóóph} & \sim \quad \text{loophá?} & \text{‘greed’} \\
\text{lóòk} & \sim \quad \text{looká?} & \text{‘(of the) world’} \\
\text{phóókh} & \sim \quad \text{phookhá?} & \text{‘eat, consume’} \\
\text{čáàt} & \sim \quad \text{čaatá?} & \text{‘birth’} \\
\text{??óóč} & \sim \quad \text{??oóčá?} & \text{‘delicious’} \\
\text{króoth} & \sim \quad \text{krotchá?} & \text{‘angry’} \\
\text{sóók} & \sim \quad \text{sóóká?} & \text{‘sad’} \\
\text{thùùp} & \sim \quad \text{thùùpá?} & \text{‘a pagoda where the ashes of the deceased is kept’}
\end{align*} \]

Resyllabification takes place in the bisyllabic alternant, and there is a concomitant change in tone. Tone alternation takes place in the first syllable of the bisyllabic form (σ1) according to syllable type and consonant onset.

3.1.3 The monosyllabic alternant is an unchecked syllable (σr) with either long or short vowel. There are two alternate bisyllabic forms:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{C}_1 \text{V(V)}\text{C}_2 & \sim \quad \text{C}_1 \text{V(V)}\text{C}_2\text{a?} & \sim \quad \text{C}_1\text{a?} \text{C}_2\text{a?} \\
\text{σ} & \sigma \quad \sigma & \sigma \quad \sigma
\end{align*} \]

For example,

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{kóor} & \sim \quad \text{kóorá?} & \sim \quad \text{ká?rá?} & \text{‘hand’} \\
\text{cóor} & \sim \quad \text{cóorá?} & \sim \quad \text{cá?rá?} & \text{‘travel’} \\
\text{thóor} & \sim \quad \text{thóorá?} & \sim \quad \text{thá?rá?} & \text{‘withholding’} \\
\text{sóòr} & \sim \quad \text{sóòrá?} & \sim \quad \text{ná?rá?} & \text{‘arrow, brave’} \\
\text{nóór} & \sim \quad \text{ñóórá?} & \sim \quad \text{ñá?rá?} & \text{‘human’} \\
\text{thon} & \sim \quad \text{thóná?} & \sim \quad \text{thá?ná?} & \text{‘property’} \\
\text{thól} & \sim \quad \text{thólá?} & \sim \quad \text{thá?lá?} & \text{‘highland’} \\
\text{phol} & \sim \quad \text{pholá?} & \sim \quad \text{phá?lá?} & \text{‘energy’} \\
\text{čól} & \sim \quad \text{čólá?} & \sim \quad \text{čá?lá?} & \text{‘water’} \\
\text{čól} & \sim \quad \text{čólá?} & \sim \quad \text{čá?lá?} & \text{‘cheat’} \\
\text{sóm} & \sim \quad \text{sómá?} & \sim \quad \text{sá?má?} & \text{‘be equal’} \\
\text{théér} & \sim \quad \text{théérá?} & \sim \quad \text{théérá?} & \text{‘monk’}
\end{align*} \]

3.1.4 Predictability of tone in bisyllabic alternants

In general, tonal alternations in σ1 for all three processes above seem to be governed by the resulting syllable type and the consonant onset. This may be summarized as follows:
Onset | Rime
-----|-----

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>unchecked</th>
<th>checked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| V(V) [+son] | VV[-son] | V?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ch, r</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>HL</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch, s</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C, ?</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where r = [+son], Ch = [+sprd GL, -son], s = [-son, +cont], C = [-sprd GL, -son, -cont], and ? = [+const GL]

**Table 4: Summary of tonal alternation in σ1 of monosyllabic vs. bisyllabic alternation**

Assuming the monosyllabic form to be the basic alternant since it is the form that occurs in isolation, the generalizations governing tonal alternation may be stated as follows:

(10) a. For all resonant onsets and some aspirated stop onsets, Mid becomes High in short checked syllables.
b. Mid becomes Low on checked syllables elsewhere.
c. For all voiceless fricative onsets and some aspirated stop onset, either Mid becomes Rising (LH) on unchecked syllables or the Rising tone is underlying.
d. Falling tone on long checked syllables becomes High when the vowel is short.

The tone realized on the second syllable of the bi-syllabic alternant, which is a CV? syllable formed by the coda of the monosyllabic alternant, can be summarized as follows: (from [5], [7] & [9])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Rime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>H/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5: Tones on σ2 of the bisyllabic alternant in monosyllabic vs. bisyllabic alternation**

There seems to be a pattern of tonal alternation and tone assignment shared by both σ1 and σ2 of these alternants (cf. tables 4 & 5). And the pattern seem to be correlated with syllable rime and consonant onset.
3.2 Affixation

Monosyllabic roots become bi-syllabic via different derivations, sometimes without category or semantic change. Bi-syllabic derivations may be subgrouped into three groups according to the type of derivation involved as follows:

3.2.1 -aa, or -ii suffixation. For example,

\[(11)\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{thààs} & \rightarrow \text{thaasàå} & \text{‘slave, servant’} \\
& \rightarrow \text{thaasìì} & \text{‘f. slave, servant’} \\
\text{thòòs} & \rightarrow \text{thoosàå} & \text{‘punishment’} \\
& \rightarrow \text{sùkhàå} & \text{‘happy’} \\
& \rightarrow \text{sùkhìì} & \text{‘one who is happy’} \\
\text{sòòk} & \rightarrow \text{sòókaa} & \text{‘sad’} \\
\text{sàál} & \rightarrow \text{sàállaa} & \text{‘shelter’} \\
\text{róòkh} & \rightarrow \text{rookhaa} & \text{‘disease’} \\
& \rightarrow \text{rookhhìi} & \text{‘disease’} \\
\text{lòòk} & \rightarrow \text{lookkaa} & \text{‘world’} \\
& \rightarrow \text{lookhhìi} & \text{‘(of the) world’} \\
\text{méèkh} & \rightarrow \text{meekhaa} & \text{‘could’} \\
\text{bààth} & \rightarrow \text{baathaà} & \text{‘foot, shoes’}
\end{align*}
\]

The tone realized on the syllable formed by consonant coda of the root and the suffix, which takes the form Caa or Cii, is not influenced by the tone of the monosyllabic root. Rather, the tone realized is determined by the consonant coda of the root which becomes the onset of the newly formed unchecked syllable (σr). The following pattern is observed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Rime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Tones realized on syllable formed by suffixes -aa or -ii (on σ2)

It is observable that tonal alternation in σ1 of the monosyllabic vs. bisyllabic alternation (cf. table 4) and in σ2 of monosyllabic vs. bisyllabic alternation (table 5) and in σ2 of suffixation (table 6) is more or less similar. All seem to be conditioned by syllable rime and consonant onset. The tone realized on the newly formed syllable (σ2) in both morphological processes can be summarized as follows (from tables 5 & 6):
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>VV</th>
<th>Rime</th>
<th>V?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>M/LH</td>
<td>H/L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Tones realized on σ2 in bi-syllabic form in both monosyllabic vs. bisyllabic alternation and suffixation

Tone assignment in newly formed syllables in bisyllabic form can be stated as follows:

(12) a. for all voiceless fricative onsets and some voiceless aspirated stop onsets, Rising tone surfaces on unchecked syllables.

b. Elsewhere, unchecked syllables surface with Mid tone.

c. For all resonant onsets and some voiceless aspirated stop onsets, short checked syllables surface with High tone.

d. Elsewhere, checked syllables surface with Low tone.

e. Either Rising tone in (a.) is derived or it is underlying.

In general, (12) repeats (10), except that there is no example of long checked syllables in σ2 of the bisyllabic forms available. The similarity of the two patterns indicate the same governing principle being involved.

3.2.2 -am(n) infixation

Some monosyllabic verbs become bisyllabic verbs or nouns by -am(n) infixation as follows:

(13) a. \(C_1C_2V(V)C_3\) > \(C_1am.C_2V(V)C_3\)

b. \(C_1V(V)C_3\) > \(C_1am.nV(V)C_3\)
Where \(C_1 = [-\text{son}]\), and \(C_1\) [+vce] is optional

The derived form maintains the original tone of the root in the second syllable whereas the first syllable, which is unchecked, receives tone according to consonant onset. For example,

14. 

dōn > .dāmνahon ‘walk’
khuan > khamnuan ‘calculate’
srēt > sāmrēt ‘finish’
krōp > khamrōp ‘complete’
prāap > bamrāap ‘subdue’
cāay > camnāay ‘pay, distribute’
siāŋ > sāmniaŋ ‘voice’
şrūŋ > sāmnruŋ ‘laugh’
pruŋ > bamruŋ ‘support, sustain’

MKS 23:11-41 (c)1993 See archives.sealang.net/mks/copyright.htm for terms of use.
Perhaps, the tones are in the consonants?

| trùat     | > | tamrùat  |
| 'check'    |   | 'police' |
| tràt       | > | damràt   |
| 'speak'    |   | 'speech' |

The examples sìāŋ > sàmnìāŋ, *sàmnìāŋ, *samnìāŋ 'voice', and sìràn > sàmrùən, *sàmrùən, *samrùən 'laugh' seem to indicate that the underlying tone of the root is Mid which is realized on the second syllable of the derived form, rather than Rising, and that the Rising tone on sàm is probably derived. Thus, the uncertainty raised in (10)c. and (12)e. is resolved.

3.2.3 -a(n) inflexion

Some monosyllabic verbs become bisyllabic verbs or nouns by -a(n) inflexion as follows:

15. a. C₁C₂V(V)C₃ > C₁a.C₂V(V)C₃
            > C₁a?C₂V(V)C₃ (by GI)

b. C₁V(V)C₃ > C₁a.nV(V)C₃ (by GI)

where C₁a? > C₁ra?, with CC-cluster onset in the root.

For example,

(16) klàt > krà?lāt 'clip'
phàn > phà?nāŋ 'wall'
ráp > rā?nāp 'flat'
raaw > rā?naw 'rail'
raʔ > rā?nəʔ 'foundation of a building'
khlàʔ > khrlāʔlay 'go'
khlōŋ > khrāʔloŋ 'canal'
čiàn > čāʔliàn 'oblique/corridor'
phāʔək > phāʔnəʔək 'divide/division'
sùk > sāʔnùk 'be happy/fun'

The tone of the root is realized on the second syllable, and the first syllable which is short checked (σ0) in the phonetic output, receives tone according to consonant onset.

4 Glottal Insertion (GI)

$\emptyset$ > C /CV---] σ

[+const]
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From -am(n) and -a(n) infixation, the following tone assignment is observed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Rime</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>New Syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>H/HL</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>LH</td>
<td>LH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Tones on new syllables formed by -am(n) and -a(n) infixation (σ1)

Again, the pattern found in infixation is similar to those found in other morphological processes mentioned earlier (cf. tables 4 & 6). Moreover, in this case, the tone of the root arises as a third factor for determining the H or L on the new short checked syllable with voiceless aspirated stop onsets.

3.3 Vowel-Insertion

The default vowel a is inserted to break up consonant clusters incurred from morpheme concatenation according to (17) below:

(17) $\emptyset$ ----> V / ...C]---[C... (optional) |  
| a [-const GL]

The inserted-vowel is resyllabified with the preceding consonant and a glottal insertion rule (cf. GI in footnote 4) inserts a glottal coda to the CV-syllable formed. The tone realized on this newly formed Ca? syllable can either be Low or High, for example,

(18) khôc + sàr > khôc$a?$sàn ‘elephant’
    kóc + kocr > kóc$a?$kocn ‘placing together of hands’
    sàc + tham > sàc$a?$tham ‘truth’
    kal(p) + phrik > kal$a?$phrik ‘magic tree’
    phêcəth + phay > phêcəth$a?$phay ‘danger’
    háth + kam > háth$a?$kam ‘hand crafts’
    phol + rian > phola$ri$an ‘civilian’
    phôl + may > phola$ma$y ‘fruit’
    cól + thara > cól$a?$thaan ‘canal’
    rààc + rôth > rààc$a?$rôt ‘royal car’
    thôs + kocr > thôsa$ni$koen ‘one with ten hands’
    rôs + nîyom > rôsa$ni$yom ‘taste’
    cît + wêèth > cît$a?$wêèt ‘psychologist’
    kàak + bàad > kàak$a?$bàat ‘cross’
    cák + tük > cák$a?$tük ‘impulse’
sàph  +  sín  >  sàphāʔsín  ‘all things’
lùūk  +  taa  >  lùūkāʔtaa  ‘eyeball’

3.4 Fusion

This process generally occurs with morphemes of Indic origin. When the two morphemes are juxtaposed, if the first item is bi-syllabic with a mono-syllabic alternant of the form discussed in 3.1.1 or 3.1.2 above, and the second item begins with a glottal stop or a long vowel, after Glottal & Tone Deletion rule applies, the vowels are fused together and form the nucleus of a new syllable. For example,

(19)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>fused syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hàthāʔ</td>
<td>aaphoor</td>
<td>hàthāʔaaphoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘hand’</td>
<td>‘accessories’</td>
<td>‘hand accessories’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sùkhāʔ</td>
<td>?àʔphiʔbaal</td>
<td>sùkkhàʔphiʔbaan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘happy’</td>
<td>‘take care’</td>
<td>‘health care (for happiness)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phookhāʔ</td>
<td>?aisàʔwàán</td>
<td>phookhaisàʔwàán</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘property’</td>
<td>‘lordship’</td>
<td>‘property’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phátāʔ</td>
<td>aakhaar</td>
<td>phátàakhaan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘food’</td>
<td>‘building’</td>
<td>‘restaurant’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sàcàʔ</td>
<td>?àʔnuʔsɔɔr</td>
<td>sàcàanûʔsɔɔn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘truth’</td>
<td>‘memoir’</td>
<td>‘memoir of truth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raačāʔ</td>
<td>?àʔnuʔsɔɔr</td>
<td>raačàanûʔsɔɔn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘royal’</td>
<td>‘memoir’</td>
<td>‘memoir of the king’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raačāʔ</td>
<td>?ùʔpàʔthăm</td>
<td>raaçùupàʔthähl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘royal’</td>
<td>‘care of’</td>
<td>‘in royal care’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thísàʔ</td>
<td>?àʔnûʔthsís</td>
<td>thísàánûʔthít</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘direction’</td>
<td>‘little direction’</td>
<td>‘all directions’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pholāʔ</td>
<td>?àʔnaamay</td>
<td>phàʔlaanaamay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘power’</td>
<td>‘health’</td>
<td>‘health’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tones realized in the new syllables formed by either vowel insertion or fusion follow one of three patterns: those with Low and Rising on short checked and unchecked syllables respectively, those with High and Mid, and those with Low and Mid. The tones realized can be summarized as follows:

---

5 Glottal and Tone Deletion (GTD):

Tα  Tβ  
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>Rime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch,s</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch,r</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Tones realized on new syllables formed by Vowel insertion and Fusion

Tone assignment in vowel insertion and fusion is in the same manner as in the new syllable formed in bisyllabic form (cf. table 7). And (12) may be restated as follows:

(21) a. For all voiceless fricative onsets and some voiceless aspirated stop onsets, Rising tone surfaces on unchecked syllables.
   b. Elsewhere, unchecked syllables surface with Mid tone.
   c. For all resonant onsets and some voiceless aspirated stop onsets, short checked syllables surface with High tone.
   d. Elsewhere, checked syllables surface with Low tone.
   e. Rising tone in (a.) is derived.

3.5 Partial Reduplication

Partial reduplication copies the first consonant onset of a monosyllabic root and prefixes the reduplication morpheme (RED), which is a CV? syllable to the root (√σ) as follows:

(22) \[ C_1(C_2)V_1(V_2)(C_3) > C_1VC-C_1(C_2)V_1(V_2)(C_3) \]

\[ \text{a?} \]

i.e., \[ √σ > \text{Ca?} - √σ \]

The tone of the root is not copied, and RED gets either High or Low tone, for example,

(23) 
   kráaw > ká?-kráaw, *ká?-kráaw ‘roar’
   kòon > ká?-kòon, *ká?-kòon ‘beautiful’
   dan > dâ?-dan, *dái?-dan ‘push’
   cít > cá?-cít, *cái?-cít ‘come near’
   câán > cá?-câán, *cái?-câán ‘witty’
   càêèn > cá?-càêèn, *cái?-càêèn ‘enlightened’
   cùñ > cá?-cùñ, *cái?-cùñ ‘hole’
   khàêèn > khá?-khàêèn, *khá?-khàêèn ‘strong’
   khík > khá?-khík, *khá?-khík ‘loud noise’
   phàan > phá?-phàan, *phái?-phàan ‘meet’
   phóòñ > phá?-phóòñ, *phái?-phóòñ ‘agree’
   rík > rá?-rík, *rái?-rík ‘laugh’
   rùn > rá?-rùn, *rái?-rùn ‘smooth’
   laan > lá?-laan, *lài?-laan ‘exited’
Perhaps, the tones are in the consonants?

| leën     | láʔ-leën,  | *lāʔ-leën | ‘play’ |
| sàán     | sāʔ-sàán,  | *sāʔ-sàán | ‘untangle’ |
| sūy      | sāʔ-sūy,   | *sāʔ-sūy | ‘pretty’ |

The tones on RED’s can be summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>RED</th>
<th>Rime</th>
<th>Onset</th>
<th>ROOT</th>
<th>Rime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ch, r</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ch, r</td>
<td>HL</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch, s</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ch, s</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Tone in partial reduplication

For all but the unchecked roots with HL and Ch onsets, the tone of RED is predictable from syllable rime, consonant onset, and when necessary, the tone of the root. Only the Ch case with HL tone needs to be specially specified for the tone realized on RED.

3.6 Summary

In sum, it may be said that the same restriction on tones is applicable to all the morphological processes presented. The independent variables are: consonant onset, syllable rime, and tone of the root. In all cases, consonant onset is significant, and only in a few cases is the tone of the root significant. For example, in vowel insertion, the syllable rime is fixed, and the tone of the root is insignificant; the only factor determining the tone is the consonant onset. In some other processes, such as partial reduplication or infixation, syllable rime is fixed, but the tone of the root is significant for determining the tone realized with the Ch onsets.

The systematic tone assignment in these morphological processes allows learners to make prediction of tones on REDs and on new formed syllables with infixation directly from consonant onset and tone of the root when necessary. Prediction is also possible for tones on Ω1’s or Ω2’s in monosyllabic vs. bisyllabic alternation and in suffixation, and on new syllables formed by vowel insertion and fusion from the two independent variables, consonant onset and syllable rime. The only exception when prediction is not possible is when the consonant onset is of the Ch class. For example, in partial reduplication, if the root is an unchecked syllable with Ch onset and HL, prediction is not possible. RED can either take a H or L. Another example, a short checked syllable with Ch onset formed by vowel insertion may either take a H or a L, etc. In such cases, the tone realized on the new syllables have to be morphologically marked. The question is how are these tones morphologically marked.
Do we need information such as (24) listed in the lexicon?

(24)  

hâth  ‘hand’:  
+L (if checked)  
+LH (if unchecked)  

râàč  ‘of royalty, of the king’:  
+H (if short checked)  
+HL (if long checked)  
+M (if unchecked)  

And for all the predictable cases, learners need only to memorize the correlation of the independent variables and the dependent variable, which is tone, perhaps by something analogous to formal representation of statements in (21).

Even so, listing the lexicon as in (24) above seems redundant and would be quite costly. For the ease of language acquisition task, such information is reducible to minimum. How this is to be done and how it is (21) to be formulated is to be explored below.

4. Analysis

An alternative to listing the lexicon as in (24) is to posit some kind of unassociated or floating tones.

4.1 Floating Tones

Positing a floating tone, L or H, on the right edge, i.e., at morpheme final, can account for the tone realized on the new syllable formed. When the final consonant is resyllabified as an onset of a new syllable, the floating tone then, is associated with the toneless new syllable. To account for partial reduplication and infixation, L/H left edge tone is necessary for the roots with Ch onset. And RED copies both consonant onset and the floating tone. For example,

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{L} & /\text{khaen}/ > \text{hath}-\text{khaen} \\
\text{H} & /\text{cho}/ > \text{ca?-cho}, *\text{ca?-cho} \\
\text{H} & /\text{koc}/ > \text{koc?-,*koc?} \\
\text{L} & /\text{hath}/ > \text{hath?-,*hath?} \\
\end{array}
\]

Positing right-edge floating tone at the end of the morpheme is not at all ad hoc. It actually is a very plausible alternative since it is not unreasonable to postulate that such tone is developed from historical syllable loss. A comparison with Pali and Sanskrit roots does confirm such syllable loss for words with Indic origin.
And there is a systematic correlation between L/H with obstruent voicing contrast at the onset of the lost syllable in the Indic roots (Tumtavitikul 1992). For example,

(26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>Thai</th>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sūkh</td>
<td>sūkhā? ‘happy’</td>
<td>&lt; sukha ‘s.n., joy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>khōcē</td>
<td>khōčā? ‘elephant’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the unchecked and long checked cases, a few tone rules will derive the correct surface forms (cf. tone rules (31)-(34) below).

In the unmarked cases, i.e., those lexical items that do not need special tone marking, and the tones in morphological processes are more or less predictable given consonant onset, syllable type, and if necessary, tone of the root. The generalizations governing the tone assignment (cf. (21)) can be formulated as follows:

**Default Tone Rules**

**Mid Default (MD):**

(27)  Ø   > M / ----

| V |

**Low Neutralization (LN):**

(28)  M   > L / ----

| l (\(\)) |

V ....] σ₀

σ₀ = checked syllable

(29)  M   > LH / ----  if σ [C = [-son, +cont],

| l (\(\))  |

or some [-son, +sprd]

V....] σᵣ

σᵣ = unchecked syllable

(30)  M   > H / ----  if σ [C = [+son], or

| l \(\) |

some [-son, +sprd]

V....] σ₀

Low Neutralization (28) is a plausible rule since lowering effect of postvocalic stops on the preceding vowels is noted (Hombert 1978). And (28) can easily be reformulated to mention the obstruent segment as the environment.

(28)  M   > L / ----

| l (\(\)) |

[...V...[-son]] σ
The problem, however, is with the conditional clause 'some [-son, +sprd]' that needs to be specified as an environment for both (29) and (30). The clause indicates 'random' voiceless aspirated onsets, which entails some kind of morphological marking. Thus, it seems, morphological marking is necessary for all lexical items with aspirated obstruents at either or both ends. If the marking that would satisfy (29) and (30) were the same as that of the special cases in (25) above, it would lessen the load of language acquisition. Moreover, it has been stated in the summary section above (cf. 3.6) that all the morphological processes are governed by more or less the same principle. Therefore, there seems to be no need to differentiate the items that would satisfy rules (29) and (30) from those marked with floating tones in (25).

If we may, then, the lexical items with voiceless aspirated stops will be marked with a floating tone L for (29) and a floating tone H for (30), and rules (29) and (30) will be replaced by other rules which will interact with floating tones (cf. [32]-[34] below).

Is it justifiable to rule out (29) and (30) for the case of fricative and sonorant onsets as well? The answer lies in the naturalness of the rules themselves. How can we explain (29) being conditioned by fricative onsets and (30) by sonorant onsets? There seems to be little phonetic motivation behind the rules. Positing a uniform floating tone L for fricative onsets and uniform H for sonorant onsets that is supplied by redundancy rules, and allowing tonal interactions to take care of the phonetic output seems to be more in line with the case of voiceless aspirated onsets. If it can be shown that historically the posited tones arose from the same or parallel development as in the case of aspirated stops, our postulation will be confirmed. Historical development does in fact, confirm that such is the case (Tumtavitikul 1992).

(29) and (30) then are substituted by morphological marking for the aspirated stop onsets, and redundancy rules (31)a. and b. below:

Redundancy Rules

(31)  a. \( \emptyset \rightarrow L / --- \)

[-son]
[+cont]

\( \sigma \)

b. \( \emptyset \rightarrow H / --- \)

[+son]

\( \sigma \)
Clearly, in both (31) a. and b. the consonant onset licenses the tone, which implies a one-to-one correlation between consonant onset and tone segment. And the association line linking the tone segment and the consonant onset is inevitable. Hence, ‘tonal consonants’, i.e., consonants with associated tones in the phonological representation are inescapable.

The analysis above shows that positing floating tones alone is insufficient, the accompanying redundancy rules require tones to be associated with at least, some consonant onsets.

Tone Rules

(32) High Spreading (HS)
\[
\begin{align*}
    & H \quad L \\
    & \downarrow \quad \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
    & \sigma \quad [C \quad V \quad \ldots]
\end{align*}
\]

(33) Low Spreading (LS)
\[
\begin{align*}
    & L \quad M \\
    & \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
    & \sigma \quad [C \quad V \quad \ldots] \quad ; \quad \text{followed by (34)}
\end{align*}
\]

Contour Exaggeration (CE):

(34) \quad L \; M > L \; H

Rule Ordering:\(^6\)

(35) Redundancy Rules (31a & b)
Consonantal Tone Spreading (CTS)\(^7\)
Mid Default (MD)
Low Neutralization (LN)
High / Low Spreading (HS & LS)
Contour Exaggeration (CE)
Tone Deletion (TD)\(^8\)
Obstruent Neutralization (ON)
Liquid to Nasal Neutralization (LNN)

---

\(^6\) With regard to level of application, TD, ON and LNN are post-lexical, and the rest of the rules in (35) are lexical rules with cyclical application.

\(^7\) Consonantal Tone Spreading (CTS):
\[
\begin{align*}
    & T \alpha \dagger \\
    & \downarrow \quad \downarrow \\
    & \sigma \quad [C \quad C \quad V \quad \ldots]
\end{align*}
\]

\(^8\) Tone Deletion (TD):
\[
\begin{align*}
    & T \alpha \quad > \quad \emptyset \\
    & (\downarrow)^\star \\
    & \sigma \quad [C]
\end{align*}
\]

i.e., delete the tone licensed by consonant onset that does not spread.
Example derivations:

(36) a. LL M M | L L M M
   \ / \ \ | \ \ \ \ \ 
   hath + kam > hathaʔkam
   (VI, re-σ, GI, MD)

   > hathaʔkam
   (LN, TD)

   > hâthâʔkam

b. LL M M M | L LL M M M
   \ \ \ \ / \ \ \ \ \ \ 
   hath + aaphcor > hathaʔ + aaphcor
   (MD, LN)

   > hathaaphoor
   (G&TD, MD, LS)

   > hâthâʔaphcor
   (CE, LNN)

(37) a. LL M M | L M M M
   \ \ \ / \ \ \ \ \ 
   sac + tham > sa caʔ tham
   (VI, re-σ, GI, MD)

   > sacaʔtham
   (LN)

   > .sàcàʔtham
b. L L H LH  
| | | | \ 
| | | | 
(MD, LN)  

| L M H \LH  
| \ | \ | \ 
> sacaanu?scor  
(G&TD, MD)  

> sæcaanu?ston  
(LNN)  

(38)  
a. HLH H  
| | | | | 
raać + roth  > raača?roth  
| | | | |  
| \|\|\|\  
σ σ σ  
(VI, re-σ, GI, MD)  

| HLH H  
| | | |  
> raača?roth  
| | | |  
| \|\|\|\  
σ σ σ  
(LN, HS)  

> raača?rot  
(ON)  

b. HLH L H LH  
| | | | |  
(TDS, 9 MD, LN, HS)  

| M M H LH  
| \ | \ | \ | \ 
> raačaanu?scor  
(G&TD, MD)  

> raačaanu?ston  
(LNN)  

9 Tone Deletion due to re-Syllabification (TDS) :  
Tα Tβ  
| |  
σ[C V (V) C]...  > σ [C V (V)] σ [C ...  
|  
[-son]  [-son]
4.2 Tonal Consonants

It has been shown in the previous section (4.1) that even positing floating tones to account for tonal alternation requires some redundancy rules where consonant onset licenses tone. That is, 'tonal consonants' are inevitable even with an analysis with floating tones. Here, it will be shown that an alternative analysis with tonal consonants instead of floating tones is the correct analysis. Argument will be made on the insufficiency of an analysis with floating tones and the necessity of drawing the association line between the tone and the consonant that licenses it.

If all the morphemes in Thai end or begin with a single consonant, we would have our problem solved quite easily. Morphological marking with floating tones, at either or both left and right edges, accompanying with tone rules and redundancy rules, would have been quite a very satisfactory solution. The fact is that the Thai lexicon has a considerable number of lexical items with consonant clusters at syllable onset and/or coda. The test for morphological marking of an edge tone will be the independence of the edge tone from the aspirated consonant in the cluster. The position of the consonant in the cluster on the skeletal tier does not matter. The only important thing is that the floating tone is properly placed at either or both ends of the morpheme since they are edge tone(s) of the morpheme.

If however, it can be shown that the aspirated consonant in the cluster licenses the tone in a one-to-one fashion, that is, if the floating tone is not necessarily placed at morpheme final nor morpheme initial as edge tone, but its position on the tonal tier is segmentally fixed depending upon the position of the consonant on the skeletal tier, then we have evidence for associating the tone licensed by the aspirated consonant to the consonant itself.

4.2.1 Cluster onset

There are three types of cluster onsets. First, a cluster formed by an initial voiceless stop followed by a sonorant, in which case, the cluster uniformly behaves as a true cluster with respect to vowel insertion, i.e., the cluster is unbreakable. Second, a cluster formed by an obstructed followed by a sonorant in which vowel insertion is allowed and the phonetic output is a result of the cluster being broken up and resyllabified as two different syllables. And third, a cluster formed by a fricative or an affricate followed by a stop which is also breakable into two syllables.

For example,

\[(39) \quad \begin{align*}
\text{a. } \text{prà?paa} & \rightarrow *\text{pà?rà?paa}, & \text{'tap water'} \\
& \rightarrow *\text{pà?rà?paa} & \\
\text{praacai} & \rightarrow *\text{pà?raacai}, & \text{'defeat'} \\
\text{khwan} & \rightarrow *\text{khà?wan}, & \text{'smoke'} \\
& \rightarrow *\text{khà?wan} & \\
\text{klàà} & \rightarrow *\text{kà?làà} & \text{'brave'} \\
\text{b. } \text{snìm} & \rightarrow \text{sà?nìm} & \text{'rust'} \\
\text{syàám} & \rightarrow \text{sà?yàám} & \text{'Siam'} \\
\text{phyþñ} & \rightarrow \text{phà?yþñ} & \text{'proud'}
\end{align*} \]
Perhaps, the tones are in the consonants?

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{khnàn} & > & \text{khà?nàån} \\
\text{knòk} & > & \text{kà?nòk}
\end{array}
\]

\text{‘parallel’}

\text{‘gold’}

c. \text{stì?} > \text{sà?tí?} \quad \text{‘consciousness’}

\text{sphaa} > \text{sà?phaa} \quad \text{‘council’}

\text{sphà̀p} > \text{sà?phà̀p} \quad \text{‘state of being’}

\text{sbai} > \text{sà?bai} \quad \text{‘shawl’}

\text{sthit} > \text{sà?thit} \quad \text{‘stay, remain’}

\text{ćphò?} > \text{ćà?phò?} \quad \text{‘especially’}

In the first case (39a), since the sonorant in the cluster is not the first member of the onset, it is obvious that the redundancy rule (31b) does not apply and the sonorant behaves uniformly with the first consonant in the cluster with respect to tone. The uniform behavior of the cluster, at a glance, may seem to be arguing in favor of floating tone, since positing only one edge tone at morpheme initial would have accounted for the uniform behavior of the cluster with respect to tone. However, scrutinizing the structure of the cluster reveals evidence in favor of positing tonal consonants. Since the cluster is unbreakable, the consonants in the cluster may be considered a true cluster in that they both share the same C-slot on the skeletal tier. And thus, sharing the same tone attaching to that C-slot.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(40)} \\
\text{ph r}
\end{array}
\]

| / | C | V | (V) ...
|---|---|---|---
| Tα |

In the second case, since the cluster is breakable, and thus may be considered to consist of two C-slots underlyingly instead of being a true cluster as in the case of (40) above. Since the sonorant is the second member of the onset, (31b) does not apply; instead, the tone licensed by the first consonant in the cluster spreads onto the sonorant, causing the sonorant to behave as having the same tone attaching to it. When tier conflation applies and the syllable is broken up, the tone attached to the sonorant interacts with the tone of the original syllable causing the syllable to surface differently. Thus, Rising tone is possible with sonorant onset.

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{LM} & \text{LM} & \text{LLM} \\
/\text{snim}/ & > & \text{snim} \quad > \quad \text{snim} \\
\text{LM,MD} & \text{(CTS)} & \text{tier conflation} \\
\text{LM,LM} & \text{LL,LM} \\
> & \text{sa?nim} \quad > \quad \text{sa?nim} \\
\text{VI,GI,MD} & \text{(LN,LS)} \\
> & \text{sa?nim} \\
\text{CE,TD} \\
\end{array}
\]

It is the tone attached to the sonorant that blocks the application of (32b) after the syllable is broken up, otherwise, the output will be ill-formed as in (41)'}
Another possibility is having a Rising tone underlying. This allows (31b) to apply after the syllable is broken up. However the output would still be ill-formed.

The well-formedness of the output lies in the blockage of (31b). And the blocking is possible only if the sonorant has a tone associated with it; hence, tonal consonant yields the correct derivation.

And finally, the last case is also a cluster of the same type as the second case where the consonants in the cluster are not true clusters and thus do not share the same underlying C-slot. Moreover, the aspirated stop in the cluster is attached to an underlying tone such that tone spreading from the first member of the onset is blocked. Thus, allowing words with s initial to surface with a second checked syllable with aspirated onset and Falling tone.
Perhaps, the tones are in the consonants?

LM H L        LL H L
    \    \      \    
>  saʔphaaph  >  saʔphaaph
   (VI,GI,MD) (LN,HS)

>  såʔphàap
   (TD,ON)

If the aspirated stop is not specified for underling tone, tone spreading from the first member of the onset will apply resulting in ill-formed output.

(42')

L M        L L
    \    \      \    
/sphaaph/  >  sphaaph  >  sphaaph
   (31a,MD) (CTS,LN)

LL L        LL L L
    \    \      \    
>  sphaaph  >  saʔphaaph
tier conflation (VI,GI,MD,LN)

>  *sàʔphàap
   (TD,ON)

It might be asked why don’t we have Falling tone underlingly for (42)? The answer lies in the behavior of the morpheme with respect to tone in mono- vs. bi-syllabic alternation.

(42'')

sphàaph ~ sphawá?,
or [sàʔphàap] ~ [sàʔphaawá?]

Where ph > w is optional

The alternation fits into the type previously presented in (3.1.2), and the aspirated consonant in (42) falls into the same category of Ch which is later shown to be marked with [+H] tone.

In sum, cluster onsets argue for tonal consonants.

4.2.2 Cluster coda

The cluster coda is a case of extrasyllabicety, where all consonants in the cluster coda except the one adjacent to the vowel are treated as unsyllabified consonants or ‘extrasyllabic.’ When the word is pronounced in isolation, extrasyllabic consonants are deleted.
For example,

(43)  
\[ /\text{yák}(s)/ > [\text{yák}] \quad \text{‘giant’} \]  
\[ /\text{kal}(p)/ > [\text{kan}] \quad \text{‘eon’} \]  
\[ /\text{sàas}(tr)/ > [\text{sàat}] \quad \text{‘knowledge’} \]

In concatenation and affixation, however, the clusters are broken up and resyllabified, and the tones realized in these newly formed syllables display somewhat similar phenomena as in vowel insertion, partial reduplication and fusion, etc. mentioned earlier. For example,

(44) a. \[ /\text{sàas}(tr)/ + \text{aacaar} \quad \text{‘knowledge’} + \text{‘teacher’} > /\text{sàasà?traacaan} \quad \text{‘professor’} \]

b. \[ /\text{can}(thn)/ + \text{aa} \quad \text{‘a kind of flower’} + \text{‘suffix’} > /\text{canthâ?nâa} \quad \text{‘a woman’s name’} \]

c. \[ /\text{can}(thr)/ + ?ù?pраakhaa \quad \text{‘moon’} + \text{‘be caught’} > /\text{canthâ?ru?praakhaa} \quad \text{‘lunar eclipse’} \]

d. \[ /\text{cin}(tn)/ + \text{aakaar} \quad \text{‘think’} + \text{‘n. suffix’} > /\text{cinta?naakaan} \quad \text{‘thought’} \]

e. \[ /?\text{in}(thr)/ + \text{kamhâ?én} \quad \text{‘a kind of bird’} + \text{‘dare’} > /\text{inthâ?ra?kamhâ?én} \quad \text{‘a name’} \]

f. \[ /\text{pháth}(n)/ + \text{aa} \quad \text{‘progress’} + \text{‘suffix’} > /\text{pháthâ?nâa} \quad \text{‘to make progress’} \]

If the analysis of floating tone or edge tone is correct, we would expect the underlying representations and the derivations in (44) to be something like (45) below:

(45)  
\[ \begin{align*}
\text{L} & \quad \text{L} & \quad \text{M} & \quad \text{M} \\
\\text{L} & \quad \text{L} & \quad \text{M} & \quad \text{M} \\
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
a. /\text{sàas}(tr)/ + \text{aacaar} > & /\text{saas}a?\text{traacaan} \\
& \quad \text{(VI,31a,GI,MD,LN,TD)} \\
& > /\text{sàasà?traacaan} \\
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
b. /\text{can}(thn)/ + \text{aa} > & /\text{canthâ?nâa} \\
& \quad \text{(VI,31b,GI,MD,LN,TD)} \\
& > *\text{canthâ?nâa} \\
\end{align*} \]

c. /\text{can}(thr)/ + ?ù?pраakhaa > \text{canthâ?ra? + ?ù? ... } \\
\quad \text{(VI,GI,31b,MD,LN,HS)} \]
Perhaps, the tones are in the consonants?

\[ M \ L \ \H \ M \ M \]
\[ \_ \_ \_ \ \_ \ \_ \]

\[ > \ cantha\?ru?praakhaa \]
\[ (G&TD, VI, GI, 31b, MD, LN, HS) \]

\[ > \cdot \ *cantha\?ru?praakhaa \]

\[ M \ L \ HM \]
\[ \_ \_ \_ \_ \]

\[ > \ cinta\?naa \]
\[ (VI, 31b, GI, MD, LN, TD) \]

\[ > \ cintà\?naa \]

The incorrect outputs are in the case where the cluster coda consists of at least one aspirated stop (44b. & c). If a floating tone is posited for each of the aspirated stops, then it can be claimed that the consonant licenses the tone itself. Even so, the position of the floating tone in the morpheme is significant. If it is to be placed at the right edge of the morpheme, there will be a problem of association and line crossing. For example (from 44b & c),

(46) a. 

\[ H \]
\[ /can(thn)/ + aa \]

\[ > \ cantha\?naa \]
\[ (VI, 31b, GI, MD, LN, TD) \]

\[ > \cdot \ *cantha\?naa \]

or a'. /can(thn)/ + aa

\[ M \ L \ \H \ M \ H \]
\[ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \]

\[ > \ *cantha\?naa \]
\[ (VI, 31b, GI, MD, LN, HS, TD) \]

\[ > \ cantha\?naa \]

\[ M \ L \ HM \]
\[ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \]

or a.' /can(thn)/ + aa

\[ M \ L \ HM \ H \]
\[ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \]

\[ > \ *cantha\?naa \]
\[ (VI, 31b, GI, MD, LN, TD) \]

\[ > \cdot \ *cantha\?naa \]

\[ M \ L \ HM \]
\[ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \_ \]

or a.'' /can(thn)/ + aa

\[ M \ L \ \H \ M \ M \]
\[ \_ \_ \_ \ \_ \ \_ \_ \]

\[ > \ *cantha\?naa \]
\[ (VI, 31b, GI, MD, LN, TD) \]

\[ > \cdot \ *cantha\?naa \]

b. /can(thr)/ + ?ù?praakhaa

\[ cantha\?ru?praakhaa \]
\[ (G&TD, VI, 31b, GI, MD, LN, HS) \]

\[ > \ *cantha\?ru?praakhaa \]

(cf. 45(c) for step-by-step derivation)
It seems the only place for the floating tone on the tonal tier is directly corresponding to the position of the aspirated stop in the cluster on the skeletal tier. Only then will we get the correct phonetic output.

(47)  
\[ H \]
\[ /\text{can}(\text{thn})/ + \text{aa} \quad > \quad \text{canthà?nàa} \]
\[ (VI,31b,GI,MD,LN,HS,TD) \]
\[ > \quad \text{canthà?nàa} \]

\[ H \]
\[ /\text{can}(\text{thr})/ + \text{ù?praakhàa} \quad > \quad \text{canthà?ru?praakhàa} \]
\[ (G&TD,VI,31b,GI,MD,LN,HS,TD) \]
\[ > \quad \text{canthà?ru?praakhàa} \]

Thus, it seems necessary to associate the tone and the consonant that licenses it since there is obviously a one-to-one correlation between the tone segment and the consonant such that the position of the tone on the tonal tier must be fixed. And we have the following underlying representations:

(48)  
\[ H \]
\[ /\text{can}(\text{thn})/ \quad \text{"a kind of flower"} \]

\[ H \]
\[ /\text{can}(\text{thr})/ \quad \text{‘moon’} \]

\[ H \]
\[ /\text{lak}(\text{khn})/ \quad \text{‘unique characteristic’} \]
Perhaps, the tones are in the consonants?

\[ LH \\
\| \]
\[ /koč/ \]

L HL
\[ || | \]
\[ /khaæn/ \]

HHL
\[ ||| \]
\[ /coil/ \]

'lotus'

'strong'

'hole'

Cluster codas, as has been shown above, argue for segmentally associated tones rather than floating or unassociated edge tones of the morphemes, and hence, tonal consonants in morphological marking.

4.2.3 Partial Reduplication

Last but not least, evidence for the necessity of associating the consonant onset and the tone it licenses is found in partial reduplication. We recall the process given in (22) and (23); the consonant onset is copied for the reduplication morpheme template followed by glottal insertion, yielding the following output:

\[(49) \quad C \ V \ C - \ [C \ (C) \ V \ .... \]
\[ | \ | \ | \]
\[ [αF] \ a \ ? \ [αF] \]

The floating tone in the onset of the root also needs to be copied for the correct output. (49) is more accurately represented by:

\[(50) \quad [βT] \]
\[ C \ V \ C - \ [C \ (C) \ V \ .... \]
\[ | \ | \ | \]
\[ [αF] \ a \ ? \ [αF] \]

That is, the edge tone together with the consonant onset are copied onto RED morpheme. Given the common position of the tone and the consonant features which are copied, there is no reason not to link the tone and the consonant together via the C-slot on the skeletal tier. Actually, with the association lines drawn, the copy is done only once, copying all the features attached to the first C-slot of the root, simplifying the process.

\[(51) \quad [βT] \]
\[ C \ V \ C - \ [C \ (C) \ V \ .... \]
\[ | \ | \ | \]
\[ [αF] \ a \ ? \ [αF] \]
Partial reduplication also argues in favor of tonal consonants rather than floating tones.

5. Conclusion

It has been shown from morphological tonal alternations that the tone licensed by consonant onset must be segmentally associated with the consonant itself. This not only simplifies some morphological processes, but actually becomes necessary in other cases, e.g., cluster onsets and codas where otherwise ill-formedness would result. On these grounds, tonal consonants in Thai grammar are essential and inevitable.

As a consequence, we have to answer further questions: How do the lexical items which participate in morphological tonal alternation differ from others which do not participate in vowel insertion, fusion, or bi-syllabic alternation? Do these lexical items tell us anything about tonal development?

Lexical items with monosyllabic vs. bi-syllabic alternation and tonal alternation may be taken as having underlying representation with Mid tone on both unchecked and checked syllables. And the phonetic outputs or surface tones are derived. For others, we assume that lexical items which do not participate in morphological tonal alternation have the same surface tones as in the underlying representations. The underlying and surface tones for both can be summarized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNDERLYING</th>
<th>SURFACE TONE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V[-son]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>L/H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Summary of underlying and surface tones

From table 11, it is self-explanatory why there is no surface Mid on checked syllables. Tonal consonants are responsible for the surface H and HL on checked syllables for the marked lexical items, whereas Low Neutralization (LN) is responsible for all lowering of checked syllables. Tonal consonants and Low Neutralization also explain the neutralization of HL to H, and LH to L on checked syllables. Thus, the restriction to ‘only’ L, H and HL on checked syllables are explained. The uncertainty lies in the case of the lexical items without tonal consonants. Do these items have underlying HL and LH on checked syllables? Do the underlying HL and LH neutralize to H and L on short checked syllables respectively in the same manner as the marked items with tonal consonants do?

If there are truly underlying LH and HL, it is obvious from the distributional fact (cf. table 2 & 3) that these must be neutralized to surface L and H respectively. Evidence which may support underlying HL is found in the rare case, which may
be considered as an exception of surface HL on short checked syllables, e.g., cạ́? ‘final partical’.

However, in favor of naturalness, the phonetic form which is the same as its underlying representation eases the task of language acquisition. The unmarked lexical items, without tonal consonants, are best taken to be without underlying HL for short checked syllables, and without LH for checked syllables in general. The explanation for these gaps is found in the historical development of the tones and consonants (Tumtavitikul 1992). We, at least, have the distributional gaps partially explained on the basis of tonal consonants.

One possible implication of the existence of tonal consonants and the optionality of the morphological tonal alternations is that there are co-existing grammars in the language (Fries and Pike 1949). It is plausible that the grammar with tonal consonants is re-learned, and its livelihood lies in its function as a favorable stylistic variant.

6. Postscript

What are these tones [+H] and [+L] of the consonants? We may well ask. The answer is that they are superimposed tone values analogous to the superimposed High and Low values on vowels. It is well documented that vowels with their own intrinsic fundamental frequency are modified when produced with superimposed tone values. Since the modification does not change the contrastive pattern of the vowels in the vowel space within the language system, speakers and listeners alike tolerate this inevitable consequence of the physiology of the glottal control mechanisms. In the case of Thai, however, the modification of the consonants if produced with such superimposed tone values, would have jeopardized the phonemic pattern in the language, and thus, is intolerable and undesirable. The compensation is to dock the tone on the adjacent vowel if it results in an acceptable surface pattern; otherwise the tone is deleted in avoidance of the undesirable consonant in the phonetic output.

What we have in Thai, then, is a case of unnatural phenomena. Unlike the well-studied consonant/tone interactions found in many Asian and African tone languages, whose naturalness is explicable in terms of interaction of laryngeal features, such as those proposed by Halle and Stevens (1971), or in terms of interaction due to intrinsic fundamental frequency, such as the feature [+L] proposed by Goldsmith (1990) for tone depressing consonants in Digo. Such unnaturalness in the case of Thai can only find an explanation in external motivation for its development which may possibly be literacy. As the Thai writing system distinguishes two series of aspirated stops, the orthographic influence in phonology may be evidenced in ‘tonal consonants’.

---

10 It is noted that Kingston and Solnit (1988) had earlier proposed tonal laryngeal features for consonants for the purpose of explaining the historical development of the Tai languages.
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